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MINUTES 
 

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
BOARD OF REGENTS 

Wednesday, April 12, 2017 
Gerberding Hall, Room 142 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Board Vice Chair Regent Jaech called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. 
 
Regent Jaech reported Regent Shanahan was in Washington D.C., and asked him to Chair the 
meeting in his stead. 
 
Regent Jaech said this meeting was the second using the new format of holding regular meetings 
on Wednesday evenings to dive more deeply into various topics and aspects of the University, 
including time allotted for discussion and interaction. 
 
ROLL CALL 
 
Regents present: Regents Jaech (Vice Chair), Ayer, Blake, Harrell, Rice, Riojas, Simon, and 
Wright-Pettibone. 
Regents absent: Regents Benoliel and Shanahan. 
Others present at the table: President Cauce, Provost Baldasty, Treasurer Scott, GPSS President 
Kim, Faculty Senate Chair Barsness, and UWAA President Walker. 
 
CONFIRM AGENDA 
 
Regent Jaech confirmed the agenda. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 
 
The opportunity for public comment was provided to those who signed up at the meeting before 
the start of the meeting. No-one signed up for public comment. 
 
BOARD ITEM 
 
Leadership Priority Spotlight: The Husky Experience (Agenda no. B–1) (Information only) 
 
Ed Taylor, Vice Provost and Dean, Undergraduate Academic Affairs, introduced the item. 
 
Philip Reid, Vice Provost, Academic and Student Affairs; Deputy CIO, UWIT; and Professor of 
Chemistry, briefly described the Husky Experience as a combination of high-impact experiences 
unique to each student. He thanked Ed Taylor; Rickey Hall, Vice President and Chief Diversity 
Officer; and Denzil Suite, Vice President for Student Life, for their involvement in the Husky 
Experience process. 
 
Five undergraduate students introduced themselves and described their Husky Experience. 

• Joshua Dawson, Junior in Biology 
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• Havana McElvaine, Senior in Sociology 
• Lauren Mittelman, Winter 2017 graduate, Public Health 
• Trevor Renken, Senior in Civil Engineering 
• Lyris Tudhope-Locklear, Senior in Psychology 

 
Kelly Edwards, Associate Dean in the Graduate School, commented on the core program in the 
Graduate School. She observed Graduate students primarily experience the UW through their 
academic units, but the Graduate School also provides centralized services and resources. 
Five graduate students introduced themselves and described their unique University experiences. 

• Marcus Johnson, Ph.D. student, Communications, UW Bothell 
• Sumyat Thu, Ph.C. student in English 
• August Longino, student in School of Medicine 
• Katherine (Katie) Querna, Ph.D. student in Social Work 
• Grant Williamson, Ph.D. student in Molecular Engineering 

 
Regents asked questions of the presenters. They asked how students access help, advice, and 
counseling. They asked about the challenges and opportunities for each student. Regent Wright-
Pettibone explored the concept of leadership and asked each presenter for their definition. The 
discussion also explored mentorship. Regents praised the presenting students as beneficiaries of 
successful Husky experiences, and asked how to reach marginal or less successful students. Dr. 
Taylor explained that the University plans to contact students who have chosen to leave 
(dropouts) to learn more. Sometimes, he said, all it takes is a nudge of encouragement or 
“interventionist advising.” 
 
Students expressed concerns about the diversity of faculty and encouraged a change in the 
institutional culture. They also advocated for the University to offer support and resources for 
homeless and food-disadvantaged students. 
 
See Attachment B–1. 
 
ADJOURN 
 
The Board will hold its next regular meeting on Thursday, April 13, 2017, in the Petersen Room 
of the Allen Library. Committees begin at 8:30 a.m. 
 
Regent Jaech adjourned the meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
 
 
 

 
 
 ______________________________ 
 Joan Goldblatt 
 Secretary of the Board of Regents 

 
Approved at the meeting of the Board on May 11, 2017. 
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Leadership Priority Spotlight: The Husky Experience 
 
INFORMATION   
 
This item is for information only. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Husky Experience  
 
The Husky Experience encompasses the transformative educational 
experiences—inside and outside the classroom—that help our students discover 
their passions in life and work, become independent thinkers and citizens, and 
gain the skills that lead to meaningful and rewarding lives and careers. At the 
University of Washington, a large and diverse learning environment, students puts 
together their unique Husky Experience through academic, co-curricular, and 
experiential learning opportunities.  
 
Many of the signature experiences of the Husky Experience -- research, 
internships, community engagement, international study, leadership activities -- 
are grounded in “high impact practices” articulated by George Kuh and other 
higher education researchers (https://www.aacu.org/leap/hips). Deep engagement 
in learning inside and outside the classroom contributes to student success and 
builds the foundation for a productive professional and community career after 
graduation.  
 
The Undergraduate Husky Experience 
 
The undergraduate Husky Experience begins in the classroom and with support 
from programs, advisers, and mentors. Student Life, the Office of Minority 
Affairs and Diversity, and Undergraduate Academic Affairs work with students 
from their entry into the UW through graduation, helping them make sense of 
their journey along the way. 
 
Several new initiatives focus on reducing barriers to involvement, including the 
following:  
 

• Expansion of residence halls so that all first-year students can live on 
campus. New features in residence halls like maker spaces provide the 
opportunity for students to join communities of similar interests. 

• Reducing cost barriers for experiential learning, including providing 
wages for students participating in community-based internships and 
scholarships for students in study abroad programs. 
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• The Husky Leadership Initiative provides opportunities for students to 
reflect on what they are learning about themselves through various 
leadership experiences, including student government, paid work, 
community service, and entrepreneurial projects.  

 
Additional information about his leadership priority is located here. 
 
A panel of undergraduate students will provide insight into their own Husky 
experiences from different perspectives.   
 
The Graduate Husky Experience 
 
In many ways, the individual graduate Husky Experience is even more diverse 
than the undergraduate experience.  Graduate and professional students interact 
with the University in a multitude of ways – as students, employees, teachers and 
researchers. 
 
The graduate school, through Core Programs, supports graduate student’s unique 
journeys by offering online resources, workshops and events that focus on 
developing graduate students beyond the classroom. Resources include: 
 

• Individual Development Plans 
• Leadership development 
• Public speaking and presentation skills 
• Professional development 

 
More information about Core Programs is located here. 
 
A panel of graduate students will provide insight into their own Husky 
experiences from different perspectives.   
 

http://www.washington.edu/trends/husky-experience/
http://grad.uw.edu/for-students-and-post-docs/core-programs/
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Undergraduate Students 
 

JOSHUA DAWSON 
Junior Biology major from Federal Way, Washington 
I attended a disparagingly under-resourced high school. Constantly 
watching other Huskies passionately pursue their own passions on 
campus inspired and molded my Husky Experience. For me this 
meant finding and utilizing UW's resources to foster this 
transformational experience through studying abroad, being 
intentional about my chosen courses, seeking after leadership 
development, interning in areas that captivate me, being a part of 
student clubs, and most importantly utilizing my involvements to 
help other Huskies realize their own passions.  
 

 
 
HAVANA McELVAINE 
Senior Sociology major (Diversity minor) from Denver, 
Colorado  
I have two sisters and my mom went to nursing school 
here at UW. Aside from being a student-athlete (I am 
on the women’s soccer team), one of the most 
significant aspects of my Husky Experience has been 
the research opportunities that I've been a part of. It 
wasn't until I arrived at UW that I found out I could 
engage with topics like racial inequality, poverty and 
discrimination through academia. I'm currently writing an honors thesis through the sociology 
department and excited about the prospect of contributing knowledge to a body of work that is 
deeply personal to me. 
 
 
LAUREN MITTELMAN - HUSKY 100 
Winter 2017 graduate, Public Health major (global health and entrepreneurship minors) from 
Irvine, California  
I always want to maximize my opportunities, so that's why I took 9 of 11 quarters at 18 credits 
and was able to finish the Honors program and two minors within 12 academic quarters at UW. I 
spread those 12 quarters over the course of five years and in doing so I took two quarters off 
from school, spending one working at the King County Prosecuting Attorney's Office and one 
living in Sao Paulo, Brazil. I was recipient of the Husky Seed Fund to support my work with the 
Vulnerability Collective (http://webster.uaa.washington.edu/resilience/vc/#).  
  

ATTACHMENT
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TREVOR RENKEN - HUSKY 100 
Senior Civil Engineering major from San Diego, California 
I have been deeply involved in Chi Psi Fraternity and the Interfraternity 
Council (IFC) as well as with First Year Programs, including as a FIG 
leader. I am part of the UW Chapter of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers and am on the Concrete Canoe team. Currently, I volunteer 
as a coach soccer with UW Special Olympics and I work part time at an 
internship I landed at a UW career fair which recently offered me a full 
time position after graduation. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
LYRIS TUDHOPE-LOCKLEAR 
Senior Psychology major from Port Townsend, Washington 
I transferred to the UW in 2015 from a rural community college, Peninsula College, located in 
Port Angeles Washington. I chose the UW for my undergraduate degree because I wanted to 
attend a top school with a highly accredited psychology department. I entered school already 
having worked three years in the field of Chemical Dependency Counseling and while at the UW 
my focus has been on cognitive and behavioral neuroscience. I have worked at the Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse Institute and the Fetal Alcohol and Drug Unit and I currently work in the Commuter 
and Transfer Commons. I am passionate about educating university faculty, staff, and fellow 
students about the transfer experience. After graduation in June I will be returning to work as a 
chemical dependency counselor and beginning my masters program in clinical mental health 
counseling. 
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Graduate Students 
 
 

GRANT WILLIAMSON 
Grant is a Seattle native with many UW alumni in his family, so UW 
was a natural fit for college.  As an undergraduate in Chemical 
Engineering and now as an NSF Graduate Research Fellow in 
Molecular Engineering, he has thrived at UW, finding his passion for 
research, science communication and policy.  He has found many 
opportunities to explore his interests at UW as both an undergraduate 
and graduate student.  In undergrad, he helped found a biodiesel 
cooperative to provide students with hands-on experience in clean 

energy, piloted a new chemical engineering senior design class and did four years of research 
with Professor Dan Schwartz, including through the Washington NASA Space Grant 2009 
Summer Undergraduate Research Program.  After graduation, he worked for three years at 
General Electric as an instrumentation and controls engineer, designing and commissioning 
industrial wastewater treatment plants. 
 
He returned to graduate school at UW to become a clean energy leader.  He knew that at UW, he 
would be able to participate in world-class research while also applying my expertise to 
strengthen my community.  In the Holmberg research group, he focuses on developing high-
capacity batteries to enable a clean energy system.  Outside of the lab, he does science outreach 
in the community and with legislators, foster interdisciplinary connections as a Graduate and 
Professional Student Senator and work to implement new technology and programs that benefit 
society.  Lately, he has been particularly focused on a project with the GPSS Science and Policy 
Committee where science students are writing policy position papers.  In this project, he has 
coordinated with the Washington State Department of Commerce to provide topics and guidance 
to five student teams writing about clean energy.  Through UW, he has found his passion for 
research, policy and science communication. He has used these passions to build up the UW 
community.  He is deeply honored to be a part of UW. 
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MARCUS JOHNSON 
PhD student in Communications, expected 2020 
Master of Arts in Cultural Studies, UW Bothell 
B.A. Global Studies, Minor in Human Rights, UW Bothell 
 
As a Cultural Studies graduate student Marcus Johnson won a prestigious 
Mary Gates Scholarship for the summer of 2012, winter and spring quarters of 2013. Expanding 
on his accomplishments as a Global Studies major, and Human Rights minor, Johnson has 
worked with IAS faculty member Benjamin Gardner on “The Multi Dimensions of Blackness: 
Cultural Hegemony in the United States and Abroad.” Johnson’s research stems from a 
“disquieting” encounter he had while visiting family in the Dominican Republic that catalyzed 
his interest in different formations of “blackness” in the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and the 
United States. Johnson's comparative project will situate issues of race within the domestic 
dynamics of the United States and the international aspects that contribute to the lives of Afro-
Dominicans, Afro-Haitians, and Afro-Americans today.  
 
As a Mary Gates Scholar, recent Graduate Opportunity Program fellow (GOP), and current 
research assistant for The Center for Communication, Difference, and Equity, Johnson looks 
forward to continuing his research on key issues in the Dominican Republic. Currently, Johnson 
continues to expand his academic career as a PhD student in the University of Washington 
Seattle Communication Program. As a Mary Gates Scholar, and Undergraduate Research Leader 
alum, he will join a unique community of other UW leaders, researchers, and alumni. 
 

SUMYAT THU  
Sumyat is an international student studying for a PhD in English language, 
rhetoric and composition. She is compiling her reading lists for qualifying 
exams during this spring 2017 and looking forward to the notorious but 
rewarding challenge of taking the PhD exams in the next spring. Ideally, she 
wants to attain some kind of hybrid academic career in which she can do 
research and teach writing at the university level while working as a 
consultant for language policy and planning projects for schools, local and 
state governments. 

 
She has enjoyed teaching in the Expository Writing Program of the UW English department for 
almost two years and is currently teaching English 121, a service learning composition course on 
the theme of ‘language, literacy and identity’. Service learning composition is her favorite course 
to teach so far! Sumyat is also a writing center camper. She has been a writing center tutor since 
her undergraduate years and currently tutors in the Odegaard Writing and Research Center. 
 
She is from Yangon, Burma, also known as Myanmar, and speaks Burmese and English 
bilingually. Being a non-U.S. citizen (or global citizen?) and multilingual person has heavily 
informed her academic and professional interests. Her research and teaching pedagogy center 
around the issues of multilingual students and communities, language, migration and 
immigration, language policy and planning, local and global relations of the English language, 
and last but not least, public scholarship. 
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AUGUST LONGINO  
A child of tropical biologists, August grew up between Costa Rica and 
Olympia, Washington. Living in remote Latin America sparked questions 
about economic disparity that led him to study International Development 
and Spanish at Tufts University. He then spent two years working in 
underserved communities in the Amazon, coordinating medical relief work 
between American NGOs and the Ecuadorian Ministry of Health. He also 
developed a network of rural health promoters, and helped implement 
public health programs in villages throughout eastern Ecuador. Intrigued 
by innovative applications for technology, he worked with Microsoft to create TimmyCare, an 
electronic medical record designed for use in places without electricity or infrastructure, greatly 
improving the quality of care in the region. 
 
August has always loved the outdoors, climbing, and alpinism. To share these passions, he 
founded Mountain Nation, a nonprofit providing high-risk urban youth of Quito, Ecuador with 
opportunities to explore the outdoors, emulate positive role models, and build strong connections 
with children from other parts of their city. Quito’s gangs are highly territorial, and social bonds 
between neighborhood kids reduces violence. Inspired by his patients and colleagues, August 
returned to Washington to pursue a career in medicine in 2015. 
 
Since then, August has maintained his interests in Latin America and social justice. He is co-
president of his class, and serves on Honor Council, an elected body responsible for the 
resolution of conflict between students. During his first two years of medical school, August 
worked with the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and internationally, investigating HIV 
transmission among Peruvian sex workers, research he hopes to continue. 
 
A desire to apply multi-disciplinary solutions to the complex challenges of global health has led 
August to complement his medical education with a broader skillset. He has been accepted to the 
MD/MPH program the UW School of Public Health, where he hopes to combine his research 
interests in Peru with a deeper understanding of epidemiology and biostatistics. Ultimately, 
August plans to return to Latin America to continue his work providing medical care to rural 
underserved populations. 
 
KATHERINE QUERNA 
Katie earned her MSSW from Columbia University in 2008 and moved to 
Seattle to work in HIV/AIDS.   She was recently a research fellow through 
the National Institutes of Health Institute of Translational Health Sciences 
(ITHS), and a member of institutional policy boards related to 
gender/sexuality related health and well-being disparities. 
 
Katie’s research focuses on expanding conceptions of gender/sexuality with 
the aim of improving health via practice and policy interventions to promote 
pro-social behavior.  She has taught in higher education and community 
settings for over 14 years.  Katie also teaches adaptive yoga, and loves to 
dance, ski, and ride her bike.   
 




